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Abstract—This paper presents methods for efficient energyperformance optimization at the circuit and micro-architectural
levels. The optimal balance between energy and performance is
achieved when the sensitivity of energy to a change in performance
is equal for all the design variables. The sensitivity-based optimizations minimize energy subject to a delay constraint. Energy
savings of about 65% can be achieved without delay penalty with
equalization of sensitivities to sizing, supply, and threshold voltage
in a 64-bit adder, compared to the reference design sized for
minimum delay. Circuit optimization is effective only in the region
of about 30% around the reference delay; outside of this region
the optimization becomes too costly either in terms of energy or
delay. Using optimal energy–delay tradeoffs from the circuit level
and introducing more degrees of freedom, the optimization is hierarchically extended to higher abstraction layers. We focus on the
micro-architectural optimization and demonstrate that the scope
of energy-efficient optimization can be extended by the choice
of circuit topology or the level of parallelism. In a 64-bit ALU
example, parallelism of five provides a three-fold performance
increase, while requiring the same energy as the reference design.
Parallel or time-multiplexed solutions significantly affect the area
of their respective designs, so the overall design cost is minimized
when optimal energy–area tradeoff is achieved.
Index Terms—Adders, circuit optimization, circuit topology,
digital circuits, energy–performance tradeoff, leakage currents,
parallel architectures, pipelines.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE nature of integrated circuit design has experienced a
major change in recent years due to continued scaling of
the underlying technology. In the past, the amount of functionality that could be integrated on chip was limited by area; today,
power dissipation is the primary limiting factor. The characteristics of power constraints are different for desktop processors and
mobile devices, but in both cases, the maximum achievable performance depends on the efficiency of computation per unit of
energy. Focusing primarily on performance for high-speed circuits will result in too much power dissipation. Focusing only on
energy for mobile applications is equally inadequate, since this
approach rarely achieves the required performance. The correct
optimization either minimizes energy consumption subject to a
throughput constraint, or maximizes the amount of computation
for a given energy budget.
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This new relationship between performance and energy
forces a change in design techniques. Using traditional approaches, architects attempt to create a machine organization
that has the “best” performance. Block designers take this organization and try to build each block such that it achieves peak
performance. If energy efficiency is the key in achieving high
performance, optimizing each layer individually for speed will
not lead to an optimal design; rather, it will lead to a design that
dissipates too much power. Instead, the most power-efficient
optimization techniques must be applied to the design first,
followed by others, until the desired performance or power
consumption goal is reached.
“True energy-performance optimization” methods explore
a multidimensional search space across various layers of the
design abstraction allowing for a comparison of power and
performance of different solutions. Optimization is performed
at three layers of abstraction: system architecture optimization
(outer layer), micro-architectural optimization (intermediate
layer), and fixed circuit topology optimization (inner layer).
Inner layer optimizations deal with circuit-specific supply
voltage, threshold voltage, and gate sizes, which must be propagated to higher layers of abstraction to yield globally optimal
solutions.
We will show that this drive for energy-efficient designs leads
to much higher leakage currents. Furthermore, as the ratio of
leakage-to-active power increases, the optimal architecture and
circuits also change. From a power budget perspective, leaky
gates are expensive when they are inactive, so they must be kept
as active as possible leading to deeply pipelined rather than parallel architectures.
Section II is an overview of common optimization techniques
that generally consider one variable in the optimization such
as gate size, supply or threshold voltage. However, all variables must be jointly considered in the optimization to yield
the highest energy efficiency. Before we describe the joint optimization in Section III, we present energy and delay models
which we use to develop a sensitivity-based infrastructure for
circuit optimization. This framework is used to optimize a 64-bit
, supply
, and transistor
adder by jointly tuning sizing
during the optimization. In Section IV, we show
threshold
how results from the circuit-level optimization provide insight
for the micro-architectural optimization. The best choice of circuit topology and optimal level of parallelism is investigated by
combining optimal energy–delay tradeoff curves corresponding
to various circuits. Design issues such as determination of optimal balance between leakage and switching power, optimal
and
, and investigation of energy–area tradeoffs are described. Section V concludes the paper.
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II. OPTIMIZATION METHODS
The methods for achieving optimum performance are well
explored. Establishing the balance between performance and
power consumption has been a popular research topic in the
past as well. An optimum in the energy–delay space has been
searched for through minimization of objective functions
that combine energy and delay. Minimizing the energy–delay
product (EDP) [1], [2] of a circuit results in a particular design
point in the energy–delay space where 1% of energy can be
traded off for 1% of delay. Although the EDP metric is useful
for comparison of different implementations of a design, the
design optimization points targeting EDP may not correspond
to an optimum under desired operating conditions. Metrics in
[3] or energy–performance ratio by
a general form of
Hofstee [4] have been used instead. For example, the
metric [5] puts more weight on the delay than the energy, and
-invariant metric. Minimizing
, however, has
is a
point in the
limited applicability since it gives only one
energy–delay space at which the energy is minimized for a
fixed delay . A complete understanding of the energy–delay
tradeoff for a design is obtained by minimizing the energy
subject to an arbitrary delay constraint. In this paper we use
sensitivities to formalize the tradeoff between energy and
performance. Sensitivity is defined as the absolute gradient
of energy to delay with respect to a change in some design
variable.
There are usually several tuning variables that can be exploited to trade off energy for performance at various levels of
design hierarchy. The tradeoff achieved by tuning some design
variable is given by the sensitivity to variable :
(1)
This quantity represents the amount of energy that can be traded
for delay by tuning variable . As pointed out by Zyuban and
Strenski [6], the energy-efficient design is achieved when the
marginal costs of all the tuning variables are balanced.
, and change in threshold
Gate size , supply voltage
are considered as tuning knobs in the circuit optivoltage
mization. The true energy minimization method always exploits
the tuning variable with the largest capability for energy reduction. A fixed point in the optimization is reached when the energy reduction potentials of all tuning variables are equal.
Sizing optimization of digital circuits has been explored extensively resulting in several optimization tools such as TILOS
[7], JiffyTune [8], and EinsTuner [9]. Most such tools can at
least approximate energy-constrained sizing by constraining the
total transistor width available for the circuit. In addition, a
number of researchers derived analytical solutions for area and
energy optimization through gate sizing. The analysis is typically restricted to simple logic gates and inverter chains [10],
[11]. Like TILOS, we use a simple analytical timing model, so
we can guarantee a convex optimization problem, but we explicand
allowing us to
itly model the delay dependence on
perform multivariable optimization.
Supply voltage scaling is another common technique that
is used to minimize energy under performance constraints. It
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was one of the key techniques in the low-power DSP work of
Chandrakasan et al. [12] and has been practically demonstrated
in [13] and [14]. With the emerging importance of leakage
power consumption, threshold voltage becomes a critical
tuning variable and is generally considered together with
supply voltage. Liu and Svensson hinted about the existence of
optimal supply and threshold for a given design [15]. Gonzalez
et al. [2] investigated joint supply and threshold voltage scaling
for energy–delay product minimization. Kuroda et al. [16]
and Nose and Sakurai [17] extended this work and proposed
closed-form expressions for optimum supply, threshold, and
leakage-to-switching power ratio.
We expand prior work by developing a sensitivity-based optimization framework that is applied to multivariable optimizations across several layers in the design abstraction. Extensive
treatment of the circuit-level optimization has been reported in
[18] and [19]. We review some of the key concepts here and
apply them to explore tradeoffs at the micro-architectural level,
which is the focus of this paper.
III. CIRCUIT-LEVEL OPTIMIZATION
, and
optimizations can be esThe efficiency of ,
timated from the profile of energy dissipation in the circuit by
analyzing sensitivities. Circuit topologies are distinguished by
two key features: off-path loading and path reconvergence. An
optimization using these topological properties was analyzed
in [18] and [19]. Here, we introduce our optimization framework and use an adder example to illustrate the effectiveness
, and
. The first step toward the sensiof tuning ,
tivity-based optimization is developing energy and delay models
for our technology.
A. Technology Calibration
The energy and the delay of a logic gate are functions of its
size, supply voltage, and transistor threshold voltage. In order
to calculate the sensitivities of larger logic blocks comprised of
simple logic gates, it is necessary to develop simple and accurate
models of the energy and delay of the gate.
Delay Model: While there are many different models that
can be used, we follow our prior work [18], [19] and use the
alpha-power law model of [20] as a baseline for derivation of
the gate delay formula:

(2)
and
This is a curve-fitted expression and parameters
are intrinsically related, yet not necessarily equal, to the tranis
sistor threshold voltage and velocity saturation index.
the change from the standard threshold voltage given by techis a fitting parameter;
is the electrical
nology;
is a measure of its intrinsic
fan-out of a gate; and
delay. Gate and parasitic capacitance are both made linear and
the effects of transistor capacitance nonlinearities are lumped
, , and
. The delay model
into the fitting parameters
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fits SPICE simulated data within 5% over a range of supply voltto
and fanout factors from 2 to 10,
ages from
assuming equal input and output rise and fall times [18].
Using the linear delay model from the method of logical effort
[21], the delay formula can be expressed simply as a product
and the unit-less
of the process-dependent time constant
delay . This delay consists of the intrinsic delay due to the
self-loading of the gate, and the fanout delay
which is the
product of the logical effort and the fanout . Logical effort
represents the relative ability of a gate to deliver current for a
given input capacitance. Fanout is the ratio of the total output
to input capacitance. The simple linear delay model naturally
extends to logic paths and multiple-supply voltages [18]. The
, where
is
delay of a logic path is simply
the sum of the normalized gate delays along the path.1
Energy Model: We consider two components of energy:
switching and leakage. The switching component is the standard dynamic energy term given by
(3)

The delay-constrained energy minimization via transistor
sizing represents a geometric program which has a convex
formulation [7]. In supply optimization, our investigations
include global supply reduction and the use of two discrete
supplies. We limit supply voltage to decrease from input to
output of a block assuming that low-to-high level conversion
is done in registers. Sizing is allowed to change continuously.
Conceptually, an energy-efficient solution attempts to maintain
balance in the sensitivities to all individual tuning variables.
B. Sensitivity to Gate Sizing, Supply, and Threshold Voltage
The sensitivity of circuit energy to delay due to a change in
size of a gate in stage is given by (5), where
represents the switching energy due to
capacitances of stage (this is not the energy consumed at the
output of stage ),
is the leakage energy of stage as given
and
are the total switching and the total leakage
by (4),
is the effective
energy, respectively. Parameter
fanout of stage .
(5.a)

is the load capacitance,
is the selfwhere
loading of the gate, and is the probability of an energy-consuming transition at the output of the gate.
is modeled as
Static leakage of a logic gate at
(4)
where
is the cycle time,
is the
,
normalized leakage current of the gate with inputs in state
is the standard threshold voltage provided by technology,
and
and account for the sub-threshold slope
and DIBL factor, respectively. The model in (4) is calibrated in
HSPICE over the full range (defined by lower and upper bounds)
,
, , and also over the entire set
of design parameters
for each of the gates.
of states
In large circuit blocks, the logic state and the switching probability of the internal gates are obtained through logic simulation. This way, gate-level models from (3) and (4) are extended
to compute the total circuit energy.
Reference Design: Our baseline design is optimized for
through gate size optimization, under
minimum delay
the maximum supply voltage
specified by the technology
for this
reliability limit, and nominal threshold voltage
from
technology. Our nominal threshold voltage is the lowa standard dual0.13technology, and we label this
, corresponding to
. In our
voltage as reference
technology,
,
. The minimum
delay
is achieved for some specified output load
and
. All capacitances are normalized
a fixed input capacitance
to the input capacitance of a unit inverter. In the optimization
procedure, we specify some percentage incremental change in
, relative to the reference point. The energy is minidelay,
, by
mized for the new target delay
using supply voltage, threshold voltage, gate size, and optional
buffering as optimization variables.
1In this paper, we use small letters to label gate parameters and capital letters
to label circuit and system parameters.

(5.b)
Equation (5) shows that the largest potential for energy savings occurs at the point where the design is sized for minimum
, resulting in infinite sendelay with equal effective fanouts
sitivity. Intuitively, the delay cannot be reduced beyond the minimum achievable delay, regardless of how much energy is spent.
While decreasing gate size decreases the leakage current, it also
increases the cycle time , which increases the leakage energy.
At the point where the sensitivity in (5b) becomes positive, the
leakage energy will start increasing with further gate size reduction due to longer cycle time. In order to achieve equal sensitivity in all stages, the difference in the effective fanouts must
increase in proportion to the energy of the gate, which closely
ties the circuit energy profile with optimal sizing [18]. For example, this matches with the variable taper result of Ma and
Franzon [11] for energy minimization of a delay constrained inverter chain.
The sensitivity of total circuit energy to delay increase due
to global supply reduction is given by (6). Similar to the sizing
approach, the design sized for the minimum delay at maximal
supply voltage offers the greatest potential for energy reduction.
This potential diminishes with the reduction in supply voltage
decreases, cycle time
since the energy
increases, and the
ratio increases. Power supply reduction has a two-fold impact on the leakage energy, (6b): the
increases because of increase in cycle time
leakage energy
, but it also decreases because of the supply reduction and because of the reduced DIBL effect . The resulting tendency is
a decrease in the leakage energy with supply reduction, which
results in negative sensitivity of the leakage energy to delay.
(6.a)

(6.b)
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Fig. 1.
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Diagram of a 16-bit Kogge–Stone tree adder.

In dual-supply voltage optimization, the same formula holds,
where
,
and
represent the total switching energy,
the total leakage energy, and the delay of the stages under the
reduced supply voltage, respectively.
The sensitivity of energy to delay due to the change in
threshold voltage is given by (7). This sensitivity decays
because
is an
exponentially with the increase in
, as in (4).
exponential function of
(7)
The exponential dependence of the leakage energy on
limits the optimization range. Lowering the threshold voltage
while maintaining circuit speed for designs with very low
and therefore reduced
leakage allows for a reduced
switching energy. The total energy is minimized when the
leakage and switching components of energy are comparable
[22].
C. Optimization Example: A 64-bit Adder
The circuit energy profile is crucial in providing insight to
choosing the tuning variable that is most effective in reducing
the total energy of the circuit. We illustrate this on a 64-bit
Kogge-Stone carry-lookahead tree adder [23]. For brevity, Fig. 1
shows a 16-bit tree as an example. Various symbols in the figure
correspond to different logic operations [24], as indicated in the
figure. Dot operators compute propagate and generate signals in
a parallel-prefix tree. Significant features of this adder topology
include reconvergent fanouts inside propagate-generate blocks,
long wires, and multiple active outputs.
The initial sizing of the reference adder attempts to make all
the paths in the adder equal to the critical path for a fair comparison. We allocate each gate in the adder to a bit slice, which is

Fig. 2. Energy distribution in a 64-b adder. (a) Design sized for minimum
and V
. (b) Design with 10% additional delay, optimal sizing.
delay at V
(c) Design with 10% additional delay, dual-V optimization. Each sum output
is loaded with C = 32, input data activity is 10%.

the natural partitioning for tree adders. Fig. 2 shows the resulting
energy map for minimum delay, as well as the case when a 10%
delay increase is allowed. In this type of adder, the switching
activity of propagate logic diminishes rapidly with the number
of stages, and most of the switching energy is consumed by the
generate logic in the later stages. The internal energy peak in
Fig. 2(a) occurs due to the large activity of the propagate logic
that is comparable to that of generate logic close to the input of
the adder, and also due to the large load presented by the gates
which drive long wires in the final stages of the adder.
The adder energy map of Fig. 2(b) shows that the gate size
optimization is very effective in circuit topologies in which energy peaks occur inside the block. In such cases, gate sizes have
not yet reached their bounds which allows for energy reduction by optimizing gate sizes. The data indicates that for a 10%
excess delay, a 55% decrease in energy is possible using tran, while only 27% is saved by using two
sistor sizing under
supplies without resizing, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Reducing the
supply over the whole block yields even lower energy reduction
at only 17%. Using multiple supplies is therefore less effective
than sizing in designs where the peak of energy consumption
occurs inside the block. In order for the supply optimization
to affect the energy peak, the delay of all stages following the
peak needs to increase, thus reducing the marginal return. On
the other hand, sizing can selectively target energy peaks, by focusing on downsizing of the selected internal gates first, yielding
higher energy returns than the discrete supply optimization.
Plots in Fig. 3 for an inverter chain, a memory decoder, and an
adder provide some insight into which parameters are more ef-
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0

Fig. 4. Optimal energy–delay tradeoff in a 64-bit adder after performing V
W optimization. Reference is the design sized for minimum delay under
and V
. Sensitivity to each of the tuning variables is marked on the
graph.

V
V

Fig. 3. (a) Energy reduction due to W , V and V in inverter chain, 8/256
memory decoder, and 64-bit adder. Only cases with min and max energy
reduction are shown. (b) Sensitivity to V , V , and W in the adder example.
V
and V
are bounds on V and V .

fective in different regions of delay. The data in Fig. 3(a) shows
the potential energy reduction due to ,
, and
in the
example circuits. The general trend is the superior performance
of sizing at small incremental delays stemming from infinite
sensitivity at the reference point which is still large at the 10%
increment point. This can be observed in Fig. 3(b) which plots
the energy–delay sensitivity to each of the tuning variables in the
adder example. At larger delays, sensitivity to sizing diminishes
and supply voltage becomes more effective providing larger energy savings. The threshold voltage primarily affects leakage
energy which is significant in designs with lots of inactive gates,
such as memory decoders [19]. We can take the advantage of
being too high in most circuits and reduce
to speed
up the circuit even beyond the reference delay. This in turn creor
to
ates the opportunity for other variables such as
exploit the timing slack for overall energy reduction. The sensi, and
can be exploited to effectivity gap between ,
tively perform multivariable optimization, leading to the most
energy- efficient solution.

0

Let us investigate the use of all three optimization variables
together in the adder example. The plot in Fig. 4 illustrates the
position of the reference design point for the adder relative to
the optimal energy–delay tradeoff curve obtained by jointly optimizing gate size, supply and threshold voltages. The reference
and
.
is the design sized for minimum delay under
As seen in the plot, there is still significant room for improvement starting from the reference design, because the sensitivities
differ at that point. In the reference design, the sizing sensitivity
is infinite, the supply sensitivity is 50% higher, and the threshold
sensitivity is five times smaller than the sensitivity at the optimal
point, which is used as the baseline case in Fig. 4.
After balancing the sensitivities by downsizing the gates and
decreasing supply and threshold, about 65% of energy is saved
without any delay penalty. This is illustrated in Fig. 4, where
moves down on the -axis to
the reference design
on the energy-efficient
the optimal design point
curve. Alternatively, we can maintain the energy and achieve
the speedup of about 25%. Although we are still on the energyefficient curve, the data in Fig. 4 shows that the sensitivities are
has reached its upper limit,
not the same in this case, because
. Under such conditions, the circuits achieve the optimal
solution under a constraint when some of the variables reach
their limits.
Typically, only a subset of tuning variables is selected for optimization. With a proper choice of the two variables, the designer can obtain nearly the minimal energy for a given delay.
, these variables are sizing
In our case, for delays close to
and threshold voltage since there is the largest gap between
the sizing and threshold sensitivities around the nominal delay
point, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). The data in Fig. 4 shows that circuit optimization is really effective only in the region of about
30% around the reference delay,
. Outside this region,
optimization becomes costly either in terms of delay or energy,
and a more efficient variable must to be introduced at another
level in the design hierarchy. This naturally expands the optimization to the micro-architectural level.
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Fig. 6.

Simplified model of one bit-slice of a 64-bit ALU.

Fig. 5. Block diagram illustrating various abstraction layers in the optimization. Energy is the objective function at the circuit and micro-architectural
layers, while achieving proper energy–area tradeoff is the objective at the
marco-architectural layer.

IV. MICRO-ARCHITECTURAL OPTIMIZATION
Energy savings of about 65% in the adder example are possible without any delay penalty by simply choosing appropriate
values of supply, threshold, and circuit size. However, individual
circuit examples may be misleading. For example, if the energy of the adder, or some other functional-unit block, is a much
smaller fraction of the total processor energy than that of registers and clocking, then it might be more beneficial to lower the
power of the registers (make the latches slower) and increase the
power of the adder (make the adder faster).
The optimal energy–delay tradeoff curves from the circuit
level are used to hierarchically extend our optimization to larger
blocks, as illustrated in Fig. 5. These tradeoff curves coupled
, and
are strategically combined to obwith optimal ,
tain the optimal energy–performance tradeoff for circuit macros.
Along this optimal energy–performance curve, we can select
appropriate circuit topology in the pipeline or choose optimal
level of parallelism based on the circuit optimization results.
and
in the individual circuits, when
However, optimal
combined as a pipeline, rarely coincide due to their differing
topology. In order to achieve the most energy-efficient solution
and
, several iterations may be reunder some global
and
quired to optimize all the circuits under that particular
. This includes finding optimal
and
for a given architecture based on balancing the leakage and switching components of energy under some performance constraint.
The nature of performance constraints is different at various
abstraction layers in the optimization. For instance, the performance of a circuit is measured by the circuit delay, while the performance of micro- or macro-architecture is related to the cycle
time or the number of instructions per cycle. Each new layer in
the optimization introduces more degrees of freedom, such as
level of parallelism at the micro-architectural layer or area of
the macro-architecture. However, designs of higher complexity
can be still optimized based on the optimal energy–performance
tradeoffs of their building blocks. This is computationally much

Fig. 7. Flip-flops used in implementation of the ALU register in Fig. 6.
(a) High-performance cycle latch (CL). (b) Low-energy static master–slave
latch pair (SMS).

more efficient than performing large-scale optimization at the
gate level.
A. Choosing Optimal Circuit Topology
We demonstrate our modular approach on the optimization of
a pipeline that jointly optimizes registers and logic. When cascading heterogeneous circuit blocks, such as registers and logic,
the total available delay has to be optimally divided among the
circuit blocks to achieve minimal energy. As an example, we analyze a simplified model of an ALU as shown in Fig. 6. It consists of two registers that drive a 64-bit Kogge–Stone tree adder.
The register is comprised either of simple cycle latches (CL)
[25] or static master–slave latch pairs (SMS) [26], as shown in
is due to registers, wire, and bus caFig. 7. The output load
pacitances; term is the branching effort [21] at the output of
the gate.
is fixed in our
The input capacitance of the adder
optimization in order to reduce search space in the global opconstraint, optimal
timization. Without a fixed
would be larger than minimum only in a very narrow range
around the minimum delay. For delays farther away from the
would quickly reach the lower
minimum delay,
bound due to large branching at the output of the register.
Therefore, fixing the input capacitance of the adder is a good
heuristic which also allows for a modular design.
The register and adder significantly differ in their switching
activity. The register has higher average activity primarily due
to a large activity factor of the clocked nodes. This results in a
ratio in the registers than in the adder.
lower initial
and
would tend to
For this reason, the optimal value of
be lower in the registers than in the adder. In reality, however,
and
making
we are usually constrained to one core-level
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Fig. 8. Energy-efficient curves in register, adder, and ALU after performing
gate size optimization. The dots indicate transition between CL- and SMS-based
register.

them global variables. Hence extra effort will be spent in sizing
optimization of the ALU.
the register during the
for both the Reg and
The goal is to equalize sensitivities to
Add blocks to obtain the most energy-efficient solution. With
and
fixed, sizing the gates inside each of the blocks
simply compensates for the intrinsic mismatch in sensitivity due
to logic topology and activity.
Combining results of individual optimizations of Reg and Add
blocks from the circuit level, the total energy of the ALU is minimized subject to a cycle time constraint. Fig. 8 shows the energy
and
. Energyof the ALU after optimal sizing under
efficient curves for registers comprised of CL or SMS latches
combine to define a composite energy-efficient curve for the
Reg block, as shown in Fig. 8 by the solid line. For each target
ALU delay, points from optimal Add and Reg curves (solid lines)
are chosen to minimize the overall energy of the ALU. Dashed
lines show sub-optimal designs using an incorrect choice of the
register topology. The optimal solution confirms that high-performance designs naturally use fast cycle latches, while simple
SMS latch pairs are suitable for low-energy designs.
The scope of energy-efficient ALU optimization is extended
through the selection of optimal register topology. This can be
best illustrated by observing the energy–delay sensitivity in the
register and in the adder. The goal of the sizing optimization
at the circuit level—that sensitivity in all stages should be
equal—applies here as well: the sensitivity of the adder block
has to be the same as the sensitivity of the register. Because
of the fixed interface between the blocks, the sensitivity of
each block simply reduces to the ratio of the change in energy,
, to the change in delay,
, due to resizing the
block:
(8)
For ALU delays greater than 13FO4, the solution with an SMSbased register becomes more energy efficient because the benefits from sizing of the CL-based register are utilized. Timing
slack created by a faster adder can be exploited in the optimization of the register. This leads to an overall energy reduction of
the ALU due to higher register sensitivity to sizing.

Fig. 9. Plots after optimal sizing and change in register topology. (a) Energy
of adder and register when they are combined as the ALU. (b) Corresponding
sensitivity of register, adder, and ALU.

The process described above is illustrated in Fig. 9(a), which
plots energy of the adder and register when they are combined
within an ALU. In an optimized design, sensitivities are balanced, so the sensitivities of the adder, the register, and the
ALU are equal, as illustrated in Fig. 9(b). Higher energy efficiency of the ALU due to a change in register topology means
higher sensitivity around the point where the change in register topology occurs, extending the range of energy-efficient
optimization.
Circuit topology and intrinsic node activity have a large effect on the optimization result. At the optimum tradeoff point,
high-activity gates with large numbers of transistors per stage,
such as registers, are downsized, while the slack is consumed
by upsized and lower-activity units, such as adders. This agrees
with the result from [6]: the hardware intensity of the register
should be smaller than that of the adder. In other words, at the
optimal point, percent energy per percent delay in the register is
smaller than that in the adder. Therefore, the operating point of
the register is pushed out toward longer delays.
Both fixed topology circuit optimization and cascading
heterogeneous blocks have limited scope due to limits on optimization variables. One effective way to extend the scope of
optimization is to introduce more tuning knobs. This involves
optimization at the micro-architectural level, where the amount
of parallelism level or pipelining depth can be exploited as
tuning variables.
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Fig. 10. Micro-architectural design options. (a) Nominal. (b) Parallel.
(c) Pipeline.

B. Parallelism Versus Pipelining
This section revisits the example from Chandrakasan et al.
[12] that evaluates the energy efficiency of a parallel and a
pipelined design. We build on previous work by introducing
the threshold voltage as an additional tuning variable in the optimization. Schematics of the nominal, parallel, and pipelined
circuits are shown in Fig. 10.
Parallelism and pipelining are employed to relax timing constraints on the underlying blocks and when the energy of
the reference design becomes too costly. In pipelining, an extra
register is inserted between blocks and , effectively doubling the available computation time for each of the blocks. In a
parallel design, the area is doubled by operating the two blocks
in parallel. However, the available computation time is also doubled for each block since every other input operand is evaluated
in an interleaved fashion.
The nominal design is an add-compare unit which uses the
adder described in Section III-C for both the adder (block )
and the comparator (block ). In this example, the SMS latch
pairs of Fig. 7(b) are used. The nominal design is first optimized
and
through gate sizing to achieve minimum delay under
. Using the throughput of this design as a constraint and energy–delay tradeoffs of the adder and comparator blocks from
the inner layer, we can estimate the energy needed for the nominal design and its parallel or pipelined implementation.
In all the designs of Fig. 10, we find the optimal value of the
supply and threshold voltage that results in minimum energy for
a given throughput constraint; we also find the corresponding
ratio. Minimal energy is found by
optimization, in which
is swept from 200 mV to 0 in steps of
is modified,
is adjusted to achieve the
5 mV. Each time
target throughput with minimal energy, using the multivariable
sensitivity information from the lower-level blocks. The goal
for each
of this sweep is to find the optimal point
micro-architecture and to illustrate the trend around the optimal
point, as shown in Fig. 11. Energy-per-operation in all three designs is compared to the nominal case which operates at
and
. For each design, the optimal
point is
reached when the supply and threshold voltage sensitivities of
the underlying blocks are equal.
It has been shown that parallelism is more energy efficient
than pipelining when the leakage energy is about an order of
magnitude smaller than the switching energy [12]. However, as
devices become leakier, the larger area of parallel design causes
the balance between the switching and the leakage energy to
occur at a higher supply voltage than in a pipelined design. This
is due to lower effective activity of the parallel design. Equivalently, parallelism decreases the amount of time that a device

Fig. 11. Energy-per-operation as a function of the leakage-to-switching
energy ratio in nominal, parallel, and pipeline designs. All designs operate at
the throughput of the nominal design sized for minimum delay under V
and V
.

spends on computations, thereby increasing the ratio of wasted
(leakage) to useful (switching) energy. Hence, a parallel implementation achieves smaller energy savings though the difference is very small. A parallel implementation may still be
preferable since the energy saving in the pipelined design depends on determining the ideal locations for pipeline latches. In
many systems, these points are hard to find.
We observe that the energy-per-operation as a function of the
leakage-to-switching energy ratio has a very shallow minimum,
as shown in Fig. 11. This follows from the logarithmic depenratio on the logic depth and activity
dence of the
ratio is around
[19]. In this example, the optimal
40% for all thee implementations, roughly corresponding to
that of its main sub-block, the adder. When considering extreme circuit examples with significantly different switching
activity, such as inverter chains and memory decoders [19], we
found that the optimal
ratio of these circuits ranged
from 0.2 to 0.8. Since the minima of the energy curves are very
shallow in the range of leakage-to-switching ratio from 0.1 to
1 (Fig. 11), we conclude that the total energy is minimized at
the point where the leakage energy is about half of the active
energy.
C. Choosing Optimal Vdd and Vth
The fact that the optimal
is around 0.5 provides
and
in a funca way to quickly estimate the optimal
tion block. Using the dependence of critical-path delay and the
ratio on
and
, we obtain the result in (9).
(9.a)

(9.b)

(9.c)
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Fig. 13. Energy-per-operation as a function of throughput in energy-efficient
. Delay and energy
to P
designs with levels of parallelism from P
penalty due to multiplexers is included. Diamond dots indicate min EDP, circle
,V
.
indicates nominal design initially sized for minimum delay at V

=2

1

Plot of (a) change in threshold V and (b) optimal supply voltage
after performing energy-efficient V
V
W optimization on
nominal and parallel-4 designs. Dot represents initial sizing for minimum delay
at V
,V
.
Fig. 12.

V

=V

0

0

where indices
and
indicate the initial and optimal design points, respectively. The calculation in (9) consists of first
changing the threshold voltage to force the leakage energy to
be about 50% of the dynamic energy, and then changing
to
achieve the desired performance.
by estimating the reEquation (9.a) finds the change in
quired change in leakage current, and can be easily derived by
noticing that the leakage current is equal to the leakage energy divided by cycle time, and assuming that the change in the
switching energy is small. Equation (9.b) follows the analysis
in [17] and linearizes the alpha power law equation by taking
Taylor expansion about
. This expression relates perforand
to derive optimal
needed to achieve
mance to
under the new
.
the desired performance
The optimal design point determined above can then be used
as an initial point for a new performance constraint, and in this
way we can obtain the full energy–delay tradeoff curve for the
design. As an example, we calculate optimal
and
for
the nominal topology and the topology with parallelism of four
across a wide performance range, as shown in Fig. 12. The plots
are obtained using Taylor expansion about 1 V in our 0.13technology. The values obtained from (9) and by optimization
closely match, thus verifying the analysis. Deviation from ideal
is from the fact that (9.a) assumes negligible change in

=5

and also due to sub-optimal
at
. This
analysis also provides insight about the tunable range of
and
.
Among the circuit examples we analyzed in [19], the memory
ratio
decoder is the closest to achieving the optimal
and
, so optimal
of 0.5 under
in the decoder is close to standard
. In the adder
and inverter chain
,
is about 200 mV higher than optimal, because of the
in their respective reference designs. These
lower
three circuit examples span about three orders of magnitude in
and
the leakage-to-switching energy ratio under
and, as such, they can serve as good examples for the
and
tuning range in a particular technology.
The scope of optimization for each topology is limited to
about a two-fold increase in its delay relative to the minimum
achievable delay, as discerned from Fig. 4. Hence, it is desirable
to choose the circuit topology whose minimum achievable delay
is positioned relatively close to the desired throughput. Starting
from this point, the energy can be best traded off for performance by varying a design knob such as level of parallelism. At
this point the marginal costs of decreasing delay in the reference
design are the largest yielding the highest potential for energy
reduction.
D. Optimal Level of Parallelism
Parallelism is most efficient when the target delay is lower
than the minimum achievable delay of the underlying blocks.
Parallelism of level implicitly increases the allowable delay
of the underlying circuits about times. The graph in Fig. 13
shows the energy–performance space for designs exhibiting parto
, together with our nominal deallelism from
sign. The results are obtained from joint supply-threshold-size
. Delay and enoptimization, with the external load of
ergy overhead due to the additional multiplexer at the output is
included in the optimization. The data shows that a parallel architecture provides an increase in performance at a very small
marginal cost in energy. As a result, by adding more parallel
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units, it is possible to improve the performance/throughput beyond the maximal throughput of the nominal design. For instance, parallelism of five provides about a three-fold performance increase at unit energy, as shown in Fig. 13. Parallelism
is also an option for energy reduction, which is a well known
result [12]. The biggest energy savings due to parallelism are
achieved when the sensitivity to circuit parameters of the reference design become very large.
Minimum EDP is the point at which any given architecture
has equal marginal cost in energy and delay, allowing for energy-efficient optimization around that point. At the minimum
EDP point in Fig. 13, the performance of our design increases
with increasing levels of parallelism. This indicates that added
parallelism is suitable for boosting performance. Additionally,
allowing more levels of parallelism gives us a wider range of
performance over which energy may be optimized. As a practical rule, for performance targets below minimum EDP, it is
most energy-efficient to choose the micro-architecture with a
reduced level of parallelism; for performance targets above minimum EDP we should increase the level of parallelism. While
parallelism is a very efficient technique for improving the performance, the area of the parallel design is, to a first order, in
linear proportion with the level of parallelism . Therefore, one
must always keep in mind the energy–area tradeoff of parallel
solutions.
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Fig. 14. Micro- and marco-architectural design options. (a) Nominal.
(b) Time-multiplex.

E. Energy-Area Tradeoff
Both area and energy affect the overall cost of a design. Area
is most commonly related to the dollar cost of fabricating a chip,
while energy is associated with chip cooling or battery capacity
in portable designs. Intuitively, the cost of a design is minimized
when an optimal tradeoff between energy and area is reached.
such that it
We can formulate the design cost function
considers both energy and area as shown in (10).

(10)
The quantity
is an n-dimensional vector of tuning variables;
and
are the total energy and area of the design, respectively. Parameter is the weight-factor that defines
is the delay or
contribution of area in the design cost, and
performance constraint. Some of the optimization variables do
not affect area, for example the supply and threshold voltages
affect only energy. Some other variables such as parallelism or
time-multiplexing affect both energy and area, with area impact
being much larger when these techniques are applied to large
blocks.
We use the concept of time-multiplexing illustrated in
Fig. 14 to highlight the tradeoff between energy and area.
Time-multiplexing reduces the area at the expense of some
increase in energy. The energy increase is due to multiplexing
and increased speed of processing element , which is assumed
to be the 64-bit adder. Therefore, reduction in area or energy
cannot be the only goal in the optimization since there is a
tradeoff between energy and area.
The tradeoff is clearly observed in Fig. 15. Designs with different levels of parallelism and time-multiplexing in Fig. 15(a)

Fig. 15. (a) Energy-delay space for designs with various levels of parallelism
and time-multiplexing. (b) Corresponding energy–area tradeoff under performance constraint. All parameters are normalized to the nominal design sized for
and V
. T is time-per-operation.
minimum delay under V

span a wide performance range. Each of the performance targets can be achieved with several micro-architectural choices
differing in energy and area. The optimal choice depends on
the energy–area tradeoff, as illustrated in Fig. 15(b). Contours
of constant performance in Fig. 15(b) indicate that the highthroughput designs generally require larger area than the lowthroughput designs since parallelism must be employed for improving speed. The variations in energy and area in Fig. 15(b)
are quite large for our simple adder-based blocks. However,
these circuit blocks are just some of the components in a large
system, so their impact on the total energy and area of the design would be less significant. The energy–area tradeoff indicates that a larger energy budget allows for smaller circuit area,
so the optimum is found at the point where the overall chip cost,
(10), is minimized.
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V. CONCLUSION
In order to truly minimize the power in a chip, it is necessary
to optimize all design layers simultaneously to achieve the optimal balance between energy and performance. In circuit-level
optimizations, the energy can be traded off for delay by the
choice of gate sizes, supply and threshold voltages. Relative effectiveness of each of the optimization variables depends on the
, and
circuit topology. Simultaneous balancing of ,
sensitivities achieves an optimum design. For example, the energy of a carry-lookahead adder can be reduced by 65% without
any delay penalty, relative to the reference design sized for minimum delay. The total performance range at this level is small,
only about a factor of two.
Extra degrees of freedom at the micro- and macro-architectural layers, such as choice of circuit topology or level of parallelism, allow for energy-efficient optimization over a wider
performance range. In particular, for functions with parallelism,
the tradeoff space is quite large. While parallel and pipelined
designs can both improve the performance at very small marginal cost in energy, increasing leakage gives pipelined solutions a small advantage if we can find optimum locations for the
pipeline latches. Of course, exploiting parallelism costs area, so
energy–area tradeoff at a desired performance is often the true
metric in minimizing the overall cost of the design.
In this optimization study, we ignored any variability in transistor and wire parameters, which is clearly not the case in practice. In fact, with the advent of new technologies, the impact
of process and voltage variations begin to play a more significant role in the overall optimization process [15], [27]. Furthermore, conventional optimization intrinsically increases circuit
sensitivity to variations since the optimizer forces all paths and
parameters to be critical. It is desirable to augment our framework with tuning knobs that trade off yield with performance
and power. This type of optimization is quite challenging, and
is an area of ongoing research.
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